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A right alternative ring is a nonassociative ring satisfying 
(xa)a = x(aa) (1) 
for all elements x and a. Throughout this paper, all rings will be assumed 
to have characteristic prime to 2 and 3. If a right alternative ring A has an 
idempotent, it has an Albert [l] decomposition A = A,(e) + A,,,(e) + Ao(e), 
where A,(e) and A,(e) are closed under Jordan product. We show that if A 
has a decomposition where A,(e)+ and A,(e)+ are simple Jordan algebras and 
A satisfies a few other conditions, then A is alternative or A = A,(e) @ A,,(e) 
(direct sum). 
The Albert decomposition with respect to an idempotent e is useful in right 
alternative rings provided it can be stretched to a Peirce decomposition. This 
means it is necessary for (e, e, A) = 0. We simply assume our idempotent 
has this property. Our theorem is: 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a right alternative ring with identity 1 and without 
nilpotent ideals. If A has an idempotent e, 0 # e # 1, such that (e, e, A) = 0 
and A,(e)+ and A,(e)+- are simple Jordan rings, then either A is alternative or 
A = AI(e) @ A,(e) (direct sum). 
An application of Theorem 1 gives us this characterization of simple right 
alternative rings containing an idempotent #O, #I. 
THEOREM 2. A simple, nonassociative, right alternative ring A possessing an 
identity 1 and an idempotent e # 0, # 1 is alternative if and only if(e, e, A) = 0 
and A,(e) and A,,(e) are simple Jordan algebras. 
* This paper is from the author’s doctoral dissertation, which was done under the 
guidance of Professor Frank Kosier at the University of Iowa. The author held a 
NSF Graduate Fellowship at the time. 
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Since simple alternative rings which are not associative are Cayley-Dickson 
algebras [3], the condition is necessary. The sufficiency in a consequence of 
Theorem 1. 
In this paper we use the following result of Humm [2]: 
THEOREM 3. A right alternative ring A with no proper nilpotent ideals and 
having an idempotent e for which there are no nilpotent elements in A,(e) and 
A,(e) is alternative. 
We shall also use her proof (Lemma 6 in Ref. [2]) to get the multiplication 
for the summands of the Peirce decomposition. 
By a nonassociative ring having characteristic prime to i, we mean that 
whenever ia = 0, then a = 0. It is sometimes useful to consider rings for 
which the equation 2x = a has a unique solution. It is possible to imbed any 
ring A of characteristic prime to 2 into such a ring. The ring of all fractions 
{a/2i / a E A) works. This is necessary before applying Albert’s work, Ref. [l], 
on power associative rings to our present situation. We shall sometimes use 
* and sometimes juxtaposition to indicate ring multiplication. When both 
occur, juxtaposition takes precedence, i.e., xy . z = (xy)z. An idempotent is 
an element such that e2 = e. In the rest of this paper we shall tacitly assume 
any idempotents are different from zero and the identity. If S is an Abelian 
group, a function T : S + S is called an endomorphism if (s + s’)T = 
(s)T + (s’)T. If A is a nonassociative ring, S is an additive subgroup of A, 
and a is an element of A such that Sa c S, then the function Ra : S + S 
defined by (s) Ra = sa is an endomorphism of S. 
LEMMA 1. We list some useful results of right alternative rings of charac- 
teristic prime to 2: 
(X,Y, 4 = 4x, %Y), (2) 
6% y, Y4 = CT Y, 4Y, (3) 
(XY .4Y = X(YZ . Y), (4) 
x(yz+zy) =xy.z+xz.y. (5) 
(x, y, z) is defked by (x, y, z) = xy * z - x . yz. 
Proof. (2), (3), (4), are (l), (2), Lemma 1 of Ref. [2], respectively. (5) is a 
consequence of (2). 
THEOREM 4 (Humm). If A is a right alternative ring and e is an idempotent 
of A such that (e, e, A) = 0, then A = A,, + A,, + A,, + A,, where 
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xij E Aij u exii = ixij and xije = jxij . Furthermore, the multiplication table 
for the summands with respect to inclusion is 
All 40 A01 A00 
All A,, + A,, Alo 40 0 
Alo 0 -41, + A,, 4, 40 
A,, A,, A00 Aoo + 40 0 
-%il 0 A01 A01 Aoo + 4, 
The table is to be read as follows. xijxkl is contained in the additive subgroup 
listed in the intersection of row Aij and column A,, . 
Proof. This is Lemma 6 in Humm’s paper, Ref. [2]. Although Humm 
used different hypotheses, the proof of Lemma 6 is valid for our hypotheses. 
COROLLARY. 
(XI~YI~) aI1 = xlohylo)~ (6) 
(x11 Y Yll 7 4 = 0, (7) 
(xo~Yol) aoo = xol(aooyol)~ (8) 
(x00 Y Yoo > x01) = 0. (9) 
Proof. These are direct consequences of the multiplication table and (2). 
If (A, +, .) is any nonassociative ring, we can define a new ring indicated 
by (A+, +, 0). (A+, +, 0) has the same additive structure as A, but the 
multiplication of (A+, +, 0) is defined as x oy = xy + YX. (A+, +, 0) is 
commonly written A+, and the product is called the Jordan product of A. 
LEMMA 2. If A is a right alternative ring, then A+ is a Jordan ring. If A is a 
right alternative ring with idempotent e such that (e, e, A) = 0, then 
A = A,, + A,, + A,, + A, and A,, and A,, are subrings of A+. When we 
wish to speak of -4,, or A,, under the Jordan multiplication, we write A& or A,+, , 
respectively. 
Proof. The fact that xii 0 yii E Aii comes from (2) and (5) and Theorem 4. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, results which follow directly from 
Theorem 4 will be stated and no mention made of why they are true. For 
example, the statement (A,A,A,) = 0 will have no explanation. 
The proof of Theorem 1 proceeds in this way. Lemma 3 says A:, is a field 
or A1,A,, = 0. Lemma 5 says A,,A,, = 0 o Ao,Aol = 0. This makes the 
proof easy. If A& and Aio are fields, A is alternative by Theorem 3. If either 
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A& or A& is not a field, then A&l,, = &A,, = 0 and A = A,, + A,, or 
A = A,,,& + A,, + A,, + A&l,, and is associative. 
In the remainder of this paper, we shall simply denote Aii by Ai . 
LEMMA 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, either A,+ is a field or 
A,,A,, = 0. 
Proof. First we show (xJ2 = 0 for all xl0 elements of A,, . A+,, 0 A+,, 
is an ideal of A,+. Because alx10 0 +q,, = ((al + cl) +J2 - (alx10)2 - (c~x~~)~, 
we know A,x,, o A,+, C {Z f (a,x,o)2}. To show A,x,, 0 A,x,, is an ideal, it 
suffices to show b, 0 (alx1,J2 C A,x,, 0 Ap,, for all b, E A, . Since 
Wlxlo . wlo) = (bl . wlo) . w10 = (blal . xlo)(vlo) by (71, and 
( v10 . wlo> bl = alxlo . bl(wlo) by (6) and = alx10 . (ha1 . ~3 by (71, 
bl 0 (alxlo) = (blal . xlo) 0 (alxlo). Let b,a, = u1 + uo, . Since b,a, * xl0 = 
b, . alx10 E A,, by (7), we must have uolxlo = 0. We have b,a, . xl0 = ulxlo . 
We have shown b, o (alx10)2 = ulxlo 0 alx10 , where a,b, = u1 + uol . Suppose 
4x1,0 AA, = A,. We will show that this leads to a contradiction. If 
A,x,, o A,x,, = A, , then 
(A x 1 10 0 4x1,) xlo 0 4x1, = A, . 
However, (alxlo . blxlo) xl0 . clxlo = ((wlo . xl01 h . GJ(CAJ by (61, 
= w10 ( . (xlob, . x~~))(c~x~~) by (4), and = 0 because xlob, = 0. Thus by 
distributivity, A, = 0, and this is impossible because e E A, . We must have 
4x10 o A,x,, = 0 and in particular, xloxlo = 0. Thus 
Aloo A,, = 0. (10) 
Similarily, we have 
A,, 0 A,, = 0. (11) 
Since xloylo + yloxlo = 0, we have x,,y,, = -yloxlo . Thus 
(XlOYlO) Xl . Yl = (x10 . XlYlO) Yl by (61, 
= -(%Y10 . x10) Yl = -hY10 . Yl%O) 
= (YlXlO . XlYlO) = (YlXlO . YlO) Xl by (6), 
= 4YlO . YlXlO) Xl = -(Y10%0 . YJ Xl = (XlOYlO . Yl) Xl * 
Thus we have 
(%OYlO) x1 . Yl = (%OYlO) Yl . Xl . (12) 
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Thus R,lR,l = R,lR,l when these endomorphisms are restricted to A,,A,, . 
Furthermore, since (x~~Y~~)(~Y + ~4 = (xlo~lo)~ . Y + (xlo~lo)~ . x by (3, 
we have R,,, = 2R,R, = 2R,R, when they are restricted to (A,,)2 and x 
and y are from A, . 
Now A,,A,, is an additively closed set. The set of endomorphisms on 
A,oA,o is a ring. Define a map from the Jordan ring A,+ into the 
Jordan algebra of endomorphisms: x + R, . If the kernel of this map is zero, 
since R;l(e,y,z)+ = 4R,R,RI, - 4R,R,R, = 0, (A,, A,, A,)+ = 0 and A,+ is 
associative. Since a simple associative commutative ring is a field, A,+ is a field. 
If the kernel of the map is A, , since R, is the identity of A,,A,, , we must 
have A1,A,, = 0. 
By symmetry, either (A,J2 = 0 or A,+ is a field. 
LEMMA 4. (A1J2 = 0 implies (A,J2 = 0. 
Proof. Let us assume (AJ2 = 0 and (A,,# # 0. Then A,+ is a field, 
and thus, has no nilpotent elements. We will show AolAol C A,, . Let 
a,,~01 = %l + %I * 0 = a,, . (a,,b,,) 6,, (because (bol)” = 0 by (11)) = 
a01 . (%o + uo> bo1 = a01 . %ObOl + ~01~01 . uo = a01 . u,obo, + %oUo + uo2. 
Since uo2 is the only term in A,, uo2 = 0. Since u. E A, and A,+ is a field, 
u. = 0. 
A,,,4,, and A,,A,, are ideals in A,+ and A,+. We will show A,oAo, is a 
Jordan ideal of A,+. The proof that A,,A,, is a Jordan ideal of A,+ is similar. 
x1(x10x01) = x1(x1oxo1 + xolxro) (because xi . xolxlo = 0) = xlxro . xol + 
VOl . x10 = ~1~10 . x01 - X10 . ~1~01 by (10). However, xloxol . xi = 
xlo . ~01x1 - (~10 , ~1, ~01) = xl,, ~01x1 + xl,, wol . Thus, 
Xl0 ~10~01 = Xl%0 .x01 - x10 x1x01 + x10 . x01x1 + x10 . x1x01 
= w?o . xol + 210 ~01x1 E 4oAol. 
This shows A,,A,, is an ideal of A,+. 
(A,, , A,, , A,,) = 0 because we assumed (A,o)2 = 0. Therefore we have 
(A,, , A,, , A,,) = 0. We have (A,,A,,) A,, = A,,(A,,A,,). We see that 
A,,A,, = 0 - A,,A,, = 0. If A,,A,, = Ao,A,o = 0, then A,, + A,, is a 
nilpotent ideal of A. Thus A,, + A,, = 0 by hypothesis. This contradicts 
the assumption that (Ao,)2 # 0. Under our current assumption that 
(A,$ # 0, we must have A, = A,,A,, and A, = A,,A,, . 
We will now show that (xol . yo1~01)2 = 0. 
(x01 .Yolxol)2 = ~01(Y01~01 . (x01 .YOl~Ol)) - (x01 9 x01 . YOl~Ol ~YOl~Ol) 
- XOdYOl . (x01 . YOlZOl) ZOl) 
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since A,,& C A,, and, by (8), = 0 because 
(x01 . YOl~Ol) x01 = ~Ol(YOl~Ol . x01) - (x01 9 X01 ,YOlZOl) = 0. 
This shows A,, . AolAo, = 0. 
To finish up and show A,,A,, = 0, consider 
Al . AOlAOl c 4OAOl . A01A01 c 40(A01 . A,,A,,) + (Al, 7 Ao,Ao, , A,,) = 0. 
Since e is an element of A, and A,,,4,, C A,, , we have (A,,)2 = 0. This 
contradicts our assumption that (A,o)2 = 0 and (A,,)2 # 0. It must be true that 
(Alo)’ = 0 * (AoJ2 = 0. By symmetry we may say (Ao,)2 = 0 * (A,o)2 = 0. 
This proves 
LEMMA 5. (Alo)2 = 0 o (Aol)2 = 0. 
LEMMA 6. If (A,o)2 = 0 = (A,,)2, then AlAo = A&-l,, = 0. 
Proof. It will suffice to show AJo + A,A,, is a nilpotent ideal. There 
are only four products which are not obviously contained in the ideal. 
They are A,(A,A,,), Ao(AoA1,), (A,A,,) A,, , (A,A,,) A,, . We will now show 
that (A,o)2 = 0 = (Ao,)2 implies (Ao)2 CA, . Say xoyo = uio + u. . Since 
xoyo . x0, = x0 . yozol by (9), we have u,,A,, = 0. Now uJo C u~~(A,,A,,) C 
%OAOl .A10 + (60 9 A,, , A,,) = 0. Since 1 - e is an element of A, and 
ulo(l - e) = uio , we have uio = 0. In this proof we assumed A, = A,,A,, . 
By the same argument as in Lemma 4, we know A,,A,, # A, 3 
A,,Aro = 0 = A,,,A,, and thus A,, + A,, = 0. If A,, + A,, = 0, it is clear 
Ao2 C A, . Similarly, we have A,A, C A, . This gives us the first two cases. 
dvol) = (~4 xol + (al , xol ,x1) E AlAo1 and UO(X~XIO) = @0x01 XIO + 
(ao,-%o, 0 x ) E A,A,, . The last two cases are more difficult. It is easy to show 
AlAO . A01 is an ideal of A,+. 4~1~01 . YOl) = 4~1~01 . YOl + YOl . WOl) 
(because a,( yol WOl> = 0) = ~l@l~Ol) . YOl + %YOl * x1x01 = (w% . 
. XOl)YOl + 6% > x01 1 Xl)YOl + alYo1 . x1x01 = (Wl . XOl)YOl - (a1 * ~Ol4YOl 
(because (JJ,,)~ = 0 by hypothesis) E AiA,, . A,, . (xlxol * yol) a, = xlxol . 
YOlUl - (x1x01 , a, , yol) = xlxol . y,,iu, (because (A,o)2 = 0 by hypothesis). 
We have shown A,Aol . A,, is an ideal of A, and hence A,A, . A,, 
is an ideal of A,+. (~l~ol . ~,,)(~,~,, . bol) = ((~l~ol . ~ol)(wol)) bol + 
( wOl . bol j bol , wol) = (~l~ol)(~ol(wol) . boll = 0 because ~ol(~l~ol) = 
b,,u, . a,, + (b,, , a,i , ui) = 0. Let us suppose AlAo, . A,, = A, . alaO . b,, = 
-u,b,, . a,, by (ll), and (a,~,, . 6,,) x1 = uluOl . b,,x, by (2) and the 
assumptions that (A,o)2 = (AoJ2 = 0. We have (u,uol . b,,) x1 * yi = 
( ala01 . bo1) Yl . Xl . Since e is an element of A,A,, . A,, , we have shown A, is 
commutative. 
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Since 
ww4l, . bo1) $1 . Yl = h%l ~4ll) Xl . Yl + (v%l .4ll) Yl . Xl 
= VOl ( * ~01)(~1Y1 + YlXl) = 2(UlU,, . kn)(x,y,), 
A, is associative. A simple associative commutative ring is a field. But since 
(uluol . bo# = 0 for all a, , uol , b,, , we have A, = 0. This is a contradiction. 
We must have AlAo, . A,, = 0. Similarly, we get A,A,, . A,, = 0. 
If a ring A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and in addition, satisfies 
(Al,)’ = (Aol)2 = 0, then it has a multiplication table 
AI -%, A,, An 
A, A, 4, 0 0 
Al0 0 0 A, 4, 
A,, A,, Ao 0 0 
Ao 0 0 A,, A, 
and the only associators which are not obviously zero are (4,, , A,, A,), 
(A,, > A, > A,), (A,, A, > ,4,), (A, > -40, A,). But 
= (x1oan1) ho . cn = xlo(“,,buJ ’ Co - 
This shows(A,, , A,, A,) = 0. Similarly, it can be shown that(A,, , A, , A,) = 
(A,, Al, Al) = (A,, A,, A,) = 0 (if iz,, + A,, # 0). We have shown 
(Ao,)2 = (A1o)2 = 0 implies A is associative or A = A, + A, . 
Proof of Theorem 1. If A,+ and A,+ are fields, they contain no nilpotent 
elements. By Theorem 3, A is alternative. If either of them is not a field, then 
(A,o)2 = (Ao,)2 = 0, and A is associative or A = A, + A, . So A is either 
alternative or A = A, + A, . 
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